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				The working world and work spaces have become much more flexible.

At PS Furniture, our intention and the focus of our work is to make flexible even better.
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                            Applications

                                        Designed for flexible spaces.

Explore our solutions for collaboration, training & café spaces.
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                        Collaborative Spaces

                        
Create spaces that are designed to facilitate large or small group work processes, efficient exchanges of information, and decision making.
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                        Training Spaces

                        
Products that elevate your training space beyond a symbol of learning and into to a flexible, high performing work environment.
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                        Café Spaces

                        
Efficient, easy to use furniture and work tools offer the eternity of good design with the lasting qualities of careful workmanship and useful materials.
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                        NIMA™ by Giancarlo Piretti

                        

                        
PS Furniture’s NIMA™ seating line is the culmination of Giancarlo Piretti’s patented articulating back mechanism, wrapped in Giancarlo’s elegant design.
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                        Original Acton Stacker®

                        

                        
Acton’s ergonomically-sculpted seat and back provide comfort even after long hours of sitting. The iconic design is eternal and offers matchless flexibility to provide the accurate chair for numerous seating applications.
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                        Premier Comfort®

                        

                        
PremierComfort® Sled Stacking Chairs are designed for convenient portability and very compact storage. As the name implies, PremierComfort® chairs are also made for long term seated comfort.
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                        Mϋm™

                        

                        
Müm™ is a collection of “perch” seating with alternative bottoms to fit every need. The rock and roll executions of Müm™ are designed to enable movement while seated. Mϋm chairs are lightweight and easy to relocate.
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